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Azure Onboarding–  

3 weeks Workshop  

 

Summary: 

Workshop for the transition of local infrastructures to Microsoft Azure as a basis for decision 

makers. 

 

Description:  

You are currently still running an on-premises infrastructure or are already using individual 

services from the cloud. But now you want to know exactly - what costs will my business 

incur if you migrate all services to the cloud, and what could the setup look like in this 

respect? Very good - that's exactly where we can support you.  

With our Azure Onboarding Workshop, you get exactly the information your management 

needs to make an informed decision. Based on the current operation of your infrastructure, 

we work out the appropriate setup in Microsoft Azure and include potential optimizations for 

sizing, rights management, security, and ongoing IT operations. As a result, you will receive a 

detailed offer for a possible Azure setup as well as our recommendations for migration.  

We are happy to carry out the migration, including accompanying project management, 

afterwards. The detailed offer enables you to obtain additional offers and thus make an even 

more transparent decision. 

 

Result at a glance: 

• First appointment, preferably in person: signing and exchange of the NDA (non-

disclosure agreement), discussion of data protection-relevant topics for the creation 

of the Cost Estimation (temporary access authorizations) 

• Recording of your existing infrastructure and services (remote tools+ on site, Vienna 

area) 

• Development of the appropriate setup in Microsoft Azure (selection of machine 

series, sizing, security) 

• Elaboration of recommendations for the future running operation, cost optimization, 

security 
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• Preparation of the Azure Onboarding Cost Estimation as a basis for decision-making 

for your management, migration, and time schedule 

• Presentation and discussion of our results, preferably in person at your company or 

as an Microsoft Teams Call. 

Duration: 

3 weeks (total lead time) 

 

Costs for "Azure Onboarding" Cost Estimation - POC 

The price depends on the size of your company (number of users) or the scope of your 

current IT environment and services (applications) in use. 

Starting price: 3.000,- EUR 

corresponds to a company size with up to 50 users or a host with up to five virtual machines 

(VMs).  

Prices excluding 20% VAT. 
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